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of the bishop elect, the bishops who had to examine the
priest presented by the lay patron, were often negligent in
performing their duties; very rarely had they the inclination
or the capacity to stand up for their rights. The lay control
of appointments was so customary that it was not at first
realised that it was in fact the chief obstacle to reform.
Bishop Wazo of Liege, who made a clear distinction between
the spiritual and secular functions and obedience of the
bishops, and who reproached Henry III for his interference
with papal elections, was adopting a standpoint soon to be
common, but at that time quite exceptional.
Against some of the more violent interferences of laymen
the Church did make a stand. The holding of Church
property, especially of tithes, by the laity was prohibited, if
The Truce not prevented* And the Church had taken important action
andthe to protect itself from the effects of the warfare that was the
chief pursuit of the baronage by the proclamation of the
Truce of God; this was initiated in the South of France at
the end of the tenth century, and forbade under pain of
ecclesiastical penalties any violence to be done to the persons
or property of non-combatants. Fifty years later, a further
advance was made in the Peace of God (c. 1040), which for-
bade any fighting to take place between Thursday night and
Monday morning in each week so that there might be per-
petual peace on the days which commemorated the Passion
and Resurrection of Our Lord. It had only a temporary
success, but at the time it did something to curb violence,
and it set an example. Henry IIFs " Day of Indulgence "
in 1043 was only an enlargement of the Church's idea.
Lack of	The Church was suffering under a handicap, for it was
central        practically divided into sections, and it lacked the central
organisation  *„,•'„..,	11.       •         -	•*•   ^    i *
authority which alone could give it unity. It had become,
as it were, a loose federation under the nominal headship
of the Papacy. Reform depended on the local authority,
and it would have been useless to look to the Pope to
take the lead, for the Roman Church was perhaps the
one that most of all needed reform. Obviously the reform
of the Papacy was a necessary precedent to a true reform
of the Church, and this could only be brought about, in
accordance with precedent, by the Emperor, Till that was

